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That’s the average number of times we touch our faces every hour.1
Why does it matter?
Because the mucous membranes around the T-zone—which includes the eyes, nose, and mouth—are portals for infection.2
In fact, the World Health Organization cautions that “touching your face after touching contaminated surfaces or sick
people is one of the ways the coronavirus can be transmitted.”3 That goes for more common viruses such as the cold and
flu, too.1,2
Beyond Hand Sanitizers
While alcohol-based hand sanitizers can be effective at killing pathogens, overusing them can cause damage to the skin
and even compromise the skin’s natural barrier and defensive functions.4 Plus, hand sanitizers are intended for use on just
that—the hands.
Dual Defense With Theraworx Protect Advanced Hygiene and Barrier System
Our non-toxic, no-rinse solution provides advanced hygiene for the hands and the face, safe for use around the eyes, nose,
and mouth. What’s more, Theraworx Protect Advanced Hygiene and Barrier System supports the skin’s natural barrier and
defensive functions.

Clinically Proven Theraworx Protect

Backed by more than 12 years of clinical data, Theraworx Protect has been
studied and clinically published in multiple hospital and long-term–care
industry publications. Our advanced hygiene and barrier system has been
used in the care of more than 4 million ICU patients, including the most
immunocompromised. Recently, several federal agencies have inquired
about using Theraworx Protect on the T-zone—the area considered the
highest risk for contracting communicable viruses. The safety and clinical
profile of Theraworx Protect make it an ideal addition to your hygiene
protocols. If you have questions about our clinical substantiation, please
reach out to our clinical team at https://theraworxprotect.com/hcp-opt-in/.
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Hand & T-Zone Defense With
Theraworx Protect
Hand Protocol With Foam or Spray

T-Zone Protocol With Foam or Spray

STEP 1
Apply 1-2 full pumps of foam, or 4-6 full pumps of
spray onto one hand.

STEP 1
After you’ve completed hand protocol, apply 1-2 full
pumps of foam onto palm of hand, or 4-6 full pumps
of spray onto face.

STEP 2
Rub hands together until fully absorbed, being sure
to cover all surfaces of the palms and backs of both
hands, in between all fingers, and underneath the
finger nails.
STEP 3
Do not rinse. Repeat every 4-6 hours or as often as
needed.

STEP 2
Gently rub into face until fully absorbed, paying
particular attention to the “T-Zone” (around your
eyes, nose, and mouth).
STEP 3
Gently rub just inside each nostril, using a circular
motion.
STEP 4
Do not rinse. If desired, follow with hand protocol
again. Repeat every 4-6 hours or as often as needed.

Alcohol antiseptics are not indicated for the
T-ZONE (face). Eyes, nose and mouth. Primary
entry points for pathogens.
Theraworx Protect® is indicated for the
hands and T-ZONE. Eyes, nose and mouth.
Alcohol antiseptics have no duration past the
moment you apply it to the hands.....only.
Protect®

Theraworx
provides extended
duration of hygiene protection.
Alcohol antiseptics raise the pH of the skin to a high
alkaline level which is hospitable for pathogens.
Theraworx Protect® sustains low acidic pH
levels on the skin which is NOT hospitable
for pathogen attachment, hosting and colonization.
WHAT IS IT: Theraworx Protect is an advanced, comprehensive hygiene management solution for the skin
that is total body safe and specifically protects the face
T-ZONE (eyes, nose, mouth and face) and the hands. The
face is a currently recognized zone of pathogen transmission. This non-toxic product provides protection and
duration in these areas that leave us most vulnerable to
infection.
®

WHY DOES IT MATTER: Current alcohol sanitizers
leave major gaps in protection and are not medically indicated for the face (T-ZONE). Hand sanitizers lose their
potency quickly and do not provide extended duration for
protection, making skin more susceptible. Killing pathogens on the hands is not enough. Every time you touch
your face (23 times on average per hour) or a surface
you become recolonized. Theraworx Protect® supports
skin protection for hours. Alcohol sanitizers can cause
extended damage to the skin further decreasing the skin’s
ability to protect.
HOW DOES IT WORK: Theraworx Protect® creates
an acidic low pH environment for a total body application
including mucosa. An acidic pH skin environment does
not support pathogen existance. Theraworx Protect® formulation permeates into multiple layers of the skin and
supports their natural antimicrobial barrier and defensive
functions. Alcohol based sanitizers raise the pH of skin to
high unhealthy levels and inhibit skin’s ability to protect.
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Used by 4 Million hospital patients in the
United States as of 2020.
Trialed and dopted by leading research and teaching
hospitals: Cleveland Clinic, Mayo, Duke, UNC,
St. Judes Children’s Hospital, Walter Reed,
Kaiser Permanente, Baylor Health Systems and
many more.....

Previously used for over 12 years in hospital systems now adopted by schools, businesses, government and military safety protocols:
Hundreds of school systems-Boston, Denver, Atlanta, etc.
CIA / FBI / Secret Service / Border Patrol /First Responders
State Emergency Management Associations / NC Dept
of Public Safety / Boston Transit Authority /Over 50 D1
Colleges and Universities: Ohio State / South Carolina
Ford Motor Company / Major Leage Baseball Teams /
LPGA / Homeland Security / US Army / US Special Forces

Control what has been an uncontrollable situation.
Protect the gaps in current antiseptic use with a
safe, proven hygiene management solution.
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